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INTRODUCTION 
  
Three fundamental postulates of behavior underlie all of the analysis in these notes: 
 
  1. Individuals act in their own self-interest, properly defined 
  2. No free lunch 
  3. No one needs anything 
 
SELF-INTEREST 

 People act in their own self-interest.  They are rational.  People try to do things 

they like and avoid things they don't like.  People do make what we might call in 

common usage mistakes.  A person may buy a car that turns out to be a lemon or marry a 

man who turns out to be unsuitable.  But we assume that the person thought the decision 

wise at the time, given the available information.  Ex ante, the decision was wise.  Ex 

post, it was a mistake.  More importantly, we expect that people learn from mistakes.  If 

they buy a new brand of cereal that turns out to be too soggy for their tastes when they 

eat it, we don't expect them to buy it again.   

 This assumption of rationality allows for people to fall in love and to act 

emotionally.  But they fall in love and act emotionally in a rational way.  For example, 

holding everything else constant, if Olive Oil loves Popeye more than she loves Bluto, we 

expect her to marry Popeye.  Everything else may not be constant.  Bluto may be a 

millionaire, and he may own a castle on the Rhine that Olive Oil has always dreamed of.  

So she may marry Bluto even though she loves Popeye more.  But if all the other factors 

outside of love are the same, rationality says to marry the man you love the most.  People 

are not stupid. 

 This assumption may disturb you because a lot of stupid relatives may come to 

mind, and it is conceivable that you yourself actually did something stupid a long time 



ago.  One answer to this concern is that we are talking about the special kind of stupidity 

of doggedly doing the wrong thing over and over again.  The second answer is that if 

people make mistakes in the sense that their behavior is random or irrational in that 

sometimes they act in their own self-interest and sometimes they act against it, we will 

have nothing to say about behavior.  Assuming that people are rational leads to 

interesting implications about human behavior.  These implications frequently tell us 

something about the world around us that we wouldn't have without assuming rationality. 

 Finally, self-interested behavior is not selfish behavior.  Economics has a lot to 

say about charity.  Remember: self-interest means doing what you like and avoiding what 

you don't like.  One of the things I may care about is you.  If helping you makes me 

happy, it is in my self-interest to help you.   

 This sounds like a trick--if charity is self-interest then self-interest has lost its 

meaning.  But defining charity as self-interest leads to a lot of implications about charity.  

For example, suppose I have choice between action A and action B.  Action A is a case 

where I give $50 to a poor person on my own.  I lose $50 and the poor person gains $50.  

Action B is where my contribution is matched by the government because my 

contribution is tax-deductible, or my company has a program matching my contribution.  

We would predict that people in companies where there are matching grant programs, 

and people who file the long form of the tax form are more likely to make contributions 

to charity. 

 



NO FREE LUNCH  

No free lunch is a shorthand way of saying that everything, even a free lunch, has 

a cost.  In the case where a friend takes you to lunch, the meal is not free because you 

must give up time to eat the food.  You could be doing any of a million other activities; 

the lunch costs you nothing monetarily, but it has a cost nonetheless.  Going to the "free" 

lunch means not going elsewhere or doing something else, whatever the next best 

alternative to the lunch is.  You also might not enjoy the company of your host.  Or you 

may be expected to take the host out for lunch in return. 

 Nothing is free, though there are activities that have zero monetary costs.  

Everything has a cost.  Doing one thing rules out doing something else.  Even air and 

water aren’t free, at least not in forms that are useful to us.  It is not air and water we 

value but clean air and clean water.  These are definitely not free.  Having clean air 

means restricting the emissions of automobiles and other activities that pollute.  The same 

is true for water. 

 The cost of an activity is not always obvious.  The cost of acquiring something is the 

value of what you have to give up in order to acquire it.  In order to decide between two 

equally valuable items, you look only at the cost.  But there is a temptation to think of 

cost as money or as the most obvious sacrifice that has to be made.  It takes some skill to 

look carefully when calculating cost. 

 The first mistake people make when trying to decide the cost of an item is to look at 

the money price.  If gasoline usually sells for $1 per gallon and you read that a station 

will be selling gasoline for the day at 1968 prices of 22¢ a gallon, should you buy from 

that station?  The right answer is maybe.  It may be wrong to conclude that gasoline is 



cheaper at the station charging 22¢.  The reason is that at the 22¢ station, more people 

will want to buy gasoline at 22¢ then there will be gas available.  A line will form.  Some 

people may sleep overnight for the opportunity to buy gasoline at 22¢.  Knowing this and 

knowing the long wait that is likely to be involved, I stay home.  But even if I were not an 

economist, when I arrived at the station I would see the long line and would take into 

account the value of the time I would have to give up by waiting when deciding to get in 

line or not. 

 Notice that if the station offers the promotion without advertising it in advance, the 

effects are very different.  People who happen to drive by will pull in and be able to 

purchase gas for 22¢ without waiting in line.  This seems a more considerate way for the 

owner of the station to behave but it’s unlikely to happen.  Such promotions occur 

precisely because the owner wants to attract attention to the station through the line that 

forms. 

 The second mistake people make in thinking about cost is to confuse historical 

monetary payments with true costs.  Suppose I borrow a squash ball from you to play 

squash and in the course of my game it gets broken.  I offer to compensate you for your 

loss and I ask you how much you paid for it.  You tell me you found it.  Is it right for me 

to conclude that I owe you nothing since it was "free"?  No, the cost to you of me 

breaking your squash ball is the cost of acquiring another.  When a friend says to another, 

I will sell you this Van Gogh for $100 since that is what I paid for it, the seller is 

transferring the windfall to his friend the buyer rather than keeping it for himself.   

 Such behavior is more likely to occur among friends than strangers and more likely 

to occur when dealing with squash balls rather than Van Goghs.  This is an application of 



the downward sloping demand curve: when something gets more expensive I do less of 

it.  I may get sufficient pleasure from being nice to my friend to ignore the increase in 

value of my possession, be it squash ball, or Van Gogh, compared to when I first 

acquired it.  But eventually it will get too expensive to be nice and that is why I am more 

likely to ignore the increase in value in the case of the squash ball, but keep the Van 

Gogh for myself. 

 The most difficult aspect of cost to observe is the indirect costs of an action or a 

purchase.  When I take one action I give up the opportunity to do something else.  This 

principle was best exemplified by an elderly woman I sat across the aisle from at a jazz 

concert that was part of a series.  I asked her if she had attended the previous concerts in 

the series.  She replied, "Why, I always come to these," then added almost as an 

afterthought, "unless I have something better to do."  Taken literally, her reply was 

completely devoid of information.  I knew without asking that she always came to the 

concerts unless she had something better to do.  That is the definition of a rational 

person's decision to attend anything.  But what she really meant was that she rarely 

missed a concert because she rarely had anything better to do.  The concert was "free" in 

the sense that there was no monetary charge.  But the cost of attending the concert was 

not zero.  The cost was giving up the opportunity to do something else with the time it 

took to attend the concert. 

 

JUST SAY NO TO NEED 

 No one needs anything.  Saying that you need something implies that its value is 

infinite.  Nothing has an infinite value.  I will stop doing everything that I enjoy, if it gets 



sufficiently expensive.  A friend of mine loves the gorgeous redwood trees of California.  

He once told me that America needs the redwoods.  I asked him what he meant by that.  

He said that the redwoods should be preserved at any cost.  ANY cost? I asked 

incredulously.  Yep, he replied, any cost.  I said if by cutting down the redwoods we 

could save 100 children from dying would he cut them down?  He said that's a silly 

question.  What he really meant was that he didn't like quantifying the intensity of his 

love for the redwoods.  OK I said.  How about if by cutting down the redwoods we can 

save a million children from dying?  How about saving a million children from dying a 

gruesome and painful death?  You get the idea. 

 We want many things.  We need nothing.  Do we need to live?  Obviously not.  

We risk our lives all the time in pursuit of other goals.  Life is about trade-offs.  We are 

willing to stop doing anything once it gets too expensive. 



Thinking About Gifts Like an Economist 

 When a friend invites you to dinner you might bring a bottle of wine.  Suppose 

the wine costs $5.  Next time, why not take your friend $5?  When you are greeted at the 

door, you say, thanks for inviting me.  Then you open your wallet, take out a five-dollar 

bill, and hand it to your host with a flourish.  Why is this a horrifying thought? 

Student: To start with, it's horrifying to me.  By bringing the wine, I might fool my host 

into thinking I spent more than $5. 

Roberts: Remember: people aren't stupid.  Your host may know the cost of the wine by 

recognizing the label.  Even, if he doesn't, he may check at the liquor store next time.  

Even if neither of these possibilities occur, he is likely to know how much you spent on 

the wine by tasting it.  So fooling your host is not likely to explain why you don't bring a 

$5 bill. 

Student: Maybe so.  But bringing a $5 bill is still horrifying.  It's so gauche. 

Roberts: Of course it is.  But why is it gauche?  Why isn't it gauche to bring the wine?  

You might bring red when white is in order.  You may bring a wine that your host doesn't 

care for.  If you bring a $5 bill, the host is free to choose the wine that he or she prefers.  

By bringing the wine, you can only make your host worse off.  Isn't that gauche? 

Student: It's true that I might bring the wrong color.  But I can always call up in advance 

and find out what is being served.  People aren't stupid, you know.  Ideally I'll bring a 

wine my host would not have chosen on his or her own. 

Roberts:  Isn't it ironic.  The best gift is the one that the recipient wouldn't have bought 

for herself.  But that means that the recipient didn't think it was worth the money.  

Suppose it's my friend's birthday.  He tells me about a great book, The History of the 



Boston Celtics.  It's filled with gorgeous pictures of Boston Garden and former Celtics 

greats.  Unfortunately, it's $100.  My friend tells me it's not worth it.  So being his friend, 

I give him the book for his birthday.  But we know that he would rather have $100.  He 

has already informed me of this by his decision not to buy the book.  Isn't it wasteful for 

me to buy the book when there are things he prefers to do with $100?  Since I don't know 

what those things are, shouldn't I just give him the money and let him choose for himself?  

Isn't it mean for me to give him the book when he prefers the money? 

Student:  I give up.  If people are rational, why don't they give money instead of gifts? 

Roberts:  There are many answers.  People do give money for a present, particularly 

when they are unlikely to know what the person likes.  A lot of people gave me money 

for my Bar-Mitzvah, since many adults are uncertain of what a 13-year old enjoys.  But 

not all of them.  One of them gave me a shoe-horn with a nice long handle so I wouldn't 

have to bend down to use it.  I had never used a shoe-horn in my life.  I still haven't.  The 

handle did reduce the cost and increase the probability that I would use a shoe-horn, but 

not enough.  I wish at least one additional guest had given me a check rather than a gift. 

 One reason people give gifts of things instead of money, is selfishness.  The 

recipient may often prefer money, but not the giver.  The giver gives a thing precisely 

because the recipient would have chosen something else.  It turns out my wife likes the 

Boston Celtics, but not as much as I do.  I know people who might agonize over trying to 

decide whether to buy a book on the Boston Celtics priced at $100.  My wife wouldn't be 

close.  But I still might get her the book for her birthday anyway.  It might get her to like 

the Celtics more, which will make me better off.  Even if she never opens the book, I get 

to enjoy it.    



 Sometimes we give our friends books and records that we like, not that they like.  

Sometimes we think we are doing them a good turn, to educate them.  Sometimes we like 

the idea of influencing our friends in ways that are consistent with our own desires.  

Sometimes we think that if our friends were more like us, we would like them more.  All 

of these motivations are essentially selfish, though there is nothing heinous about such 

selfishness.   

 Another reason people give things rather than money is that money has no lasting 

memory associated with it.  By definition, the recipient will transform it into something 

else.  We use gifts of things to create romantic, emotional associations that produce 

benefits beyond the immediate present.  I will never sit wistfully thinking of the $100 my 

dad gave me when I graduated.  But I still use the fountain pen, and think of him all the 

time.  Of course I could think wistfully of whatever I bought with the $100 he could have 

given me instead.  But I might forget.  It's easier to remember the pen.  Plus he can 

remind me of it.  Still got the pen? he asks.  He could say, still got the pen you bought 

with the $100 I gave you for graduation?  But it isn't quite the same.  I'm not sure why, 

but it just isn't the same.  The emotional associations we have with gifts of things produce 

benefits to both giver and recipient. 

 Woody Allen almost had it right.  He tells the story of he and his wife trying to 

decide whether to get a divorce or go on vacation.  They opted for the divorce.  He 

reasoned: a vacation is over in two weeks.  But a divorce lasts a lifetime.  It's a good line, 

but not true.  The memories of a vacation can also last a lifetime.  That's why people take 

pictures.  And that's why people take honeymoons after their wedding instead of sinking 



the money into the down-payment for the house.  It's also part of the reason that people 

give gifts of things instead of money. 

 

QUESTION:  I really like the Boston Celtics.  I see a book on the Celtics for $250.  It’s 

gorgeous, but even a big Celtics fan like myself decides that’s too much money.  A friend 

buys it for me as a present.  I’m ecstatic.  Why?  As an economist, do I think to myself, 

“Gee, that book isn’t worth $250 to me.  Why couldn’t my friend have just given me the 

cash?”  I don’t think so.  Why? 



 

Supply and Demand 
 
Individual demand 

 An individual's demand curve for apples tells us how many apples a person would 

like to buy in a particular period of time as a function of the price.  Let's talk about 

Barney Rubble's demand for apples per week.  One way to represent Barney's demand 

curve for apples is to use a chart.  The chart shows how many apples Barney buys per 

week at different possible prices. 

Chart 1 
 
Price  the quantity of apples demanded by Barney 
$2.00  0   
$1.75  2   
$1.50  3   
$1.00  9  
$.50  10   
$.00  15   
 
 
 
 
 
 The information in the chart can also be captured in a graph: 



 
When the price of apples is $1.50, Barney buys 3 apples per week.  When the price falls 

to $1, Barney buys more apples per week, 9.  The graph tells us what Barney would do at 

all the different possible prices of apples.  When the price of apples is more than $2, 

Barney finds apples too pricey and buys zero.  When apples are "free", that is when the 

price of apples has a zero monetary cost, Barney buys a lot, but not an infinite amount, 

because after a while he gets sick of apples or it takes too long to eat them and he has 

better things to do.1 

   The demand curve is downward sloping.  As apples get more expensive, Barney 

buys fewer.  When apples get cheaper. Barney buys more of them. 

 The graph has an advantage over the chart; the graph shows the quantities 

demanded at EVERY price.  The chart just shows a subset of all the possible prices.  

There seem to be two silly things about the graph.  It assumes that there are prices such as 

$1.23654 per apple.  But prices can be fractions of a penny in the real world.  Two apples 

for a quarter is very close to apples selling for 12.5¢.  The graph also assumes that you 

                                                 
1You might think that when people are giving away apples, Barney would take an infinite number of apples 
and resell them at a profit.  We are focusing here on Barney as consumer and not allowing for storage, 
speculation, re-sale, etc. 

Quantity per week

Price per 
apple

$.50

$1.00

$1.50

$1.75

$2.00

3 6 9 12 15



can buy 3.75 apples per week.  The marketplace may actually allow purchases of 3.75 

apples per week by selling slices of apple.  Think of the market for gasoline.  

Alternatively, think of someone who buys 15 apples every four weeks.  This is like 

buying 3.75 apples per week. 

 Barney's quantity demanded depends on many factors other than price.  We hold 

these other factors constant when filling in the chart or graphing Barney's demand curve.  

For example, a change in information can change Barney's demand for apples.  If 

Barney discovers that eating apples reduces his probability of getting cancer then the 

numbers in the chart would change.  Or suppose Barney changed jobs and in the process 

increased his income.  At the new higher income, Barney is likely to want to purchase a 

different quantity of apples than he did before, AT EVERY PRICE.   

 A change in income is likely to change Barney's demand for apples.  A normal 

good is a good whose demand is positively related to income.  For a normal good, the 

quantity demanded of apples at every price changes in the same direction as the change in 

income--an increase in income increases the quantity demanded at every price, a decrease 

in income decreases the quantity demanded at every price.  An inferior good is a good 

whose demand is negatively related to income--an increase in income decreases demand, 

a decrease in income increases demand for an inferior good.  These terms can be 

misleading because they do not have to correspond to their meanings in everyday 

language--an inferior good does not have to be "inferior" in the sense of second-rate, 

shoddy or poorly made.  It may be, but it may not be.   

 Generic oatmeal is likely to be an inferior good for many people.  As a person's 

income increases, he or she buys less generic oatmeal, holding price constant.  To 



conclude whether a good is normal or inferior, the factors other than income that affect 

demand must not change, or if they do, must change in a way to make a conclusion 

unambiguous.  (If Barney's income goes up at the same time that the price of oatmeal 

goes up and Barney's consumption of generic oatmeal goes up, we can conclude that 

generic oatmeal is a normal good for Barney.  But if Barney's generic oatmeal 

consumption had gone down, we could not conclude that generic oatmeal was an inferior 

good for Barney.  WHY?)  A good can be normal for some people and inferior for others.  

A good can be normal at some prices, but inferior over others. Show the effect of an 

increase in income on the demand for apples in this case. 

 Another factor that could change is the price of related goods.  If oranges 

became more expensive, Barney as a fruit-lover will buy more apples than he did before 

at each price.  An increase in the price of oranges shifts out Barney's demand for apples.  

An increase in the price of flour reduces Barney's demand for apples if Barney likes to 

combine apples and flour to make an apple pie.  When holding other factors constant, the 

price of a related good is positively related to the demand for apples, we say the two 

goods are substitutes.  When the price of a related good is negatively related to the 

demand for apples, we say the goods are complements. 

 It is not easy to rigorously define a "related good" ex ante.  In one sense, all goods 

are related.  Consider the relationship between my demand for 100% cotton pinpoint 

oxford shirts and my demand for apples.  They seem pretty unrelated.  But suppose the 

price of shirts goes from $40 to $36 because of a decrease in the price of cotton.  Does 

this affect my demand for apples?  Suppose the decrease in the price of shirts induces me 

to buy more shirts and so many more, that my expenditure on shirts goes up.  This leaves 



me with less income and reduces my demand for apples, doesn't it?  So aren't apples and 

shirts related goods?  The simple answer is that a change in the price of shirts is more 

likely to affect my demand for other kinds of cotton shirts than it is to affect my demand 

for apples and the effect on apples is probably small enough to ignore. 

 

The Elasticity of Demand 

 Let's look at the effect of the change in the price of shirts more closely.  When the 

price of shirts goes down, I buy more shirts.  What is the net effect on my expenditure on 

shirts?  My expenditure on shirts each year is the product of the price of shirts, and the 

number of shirts purchased each year, PxQ.  The price has gone down, and the quantity 

has increased.  These two changes work in opposite directions on expenditure.  Which 

effect will outweigh the other?  When two numbers are multiplied together, the 

percentage change, positive, negative or zero, is approximately equal to the sum of the 

percentage changes in each component: 

  % change in PxQ = % change in P + % change in Q 

The percentage change in P is always in the opposite direction of the percentage change 

in Q.  (WHY?)  This formula is an approximation that works well when the percentage 

changes in P and Q are small.  Suppose when the price of shirts is $40, I buy 10 shirts a 

year, so PxQ is 400.  If the price of shirts goes from $40 to $36 there is a 10% decrease in 

price, so the first term in the above equation would be -10.  My quantity demanded of 

shirts increases.  Suppose it increases to 11 shirts a year, a 10% percentage increase.  So 

the second term in the above equation is 10.  The predicted percentage change is -10+10 



or zero.  In fact, my total expenditure on shirts is now $396 ($36x11), almost the same 

expenditure, but actually a small decrease.   

 (There is an inherent ambiguity when defining percentage changes as to what 

number to use as the base for the percentage change, the starting number or the finishing 

one.  By convention, we almost always use the starting number, so that if price falls from 

$40 to $36, we say there is a 10% decrease.  But if price rises from $36 to $40, there is an 

11% increase.  If you want to avoid this ambiguity and get more accurate predictions 

about expenditure, you can use the midpoint between the two changes.  So for example, if 

price falls from $40 to $36, calculate the percentage change as (40-36)/38, or a 10.53% 

decrease.  The increase in the number of shirts from 10 to 11 is then a percentage increase 

of 1/10.5 or 9.52%.  Because the percentage fall in price is 1.01 percentage points larger 

than the percentage increase in quantity, the equation predicts a 1.01% decrease in 

expenditure, which is very close to the actual decrease of $4.) 

 If, on the other hand, the 10% decrease in price had led to a larger than 10% 

increase, say to 12 shirts a year (a 20% increase), then the equation above says the net 

effect on my expenditure is the sum of a 10% decrease and a 20% increase for a net 

increase of 10%.  Let's see.  Expenditure goes from $400 to $432 ($36x12), an increase 

of 8%, so the formula is pretty close.  (It would do better if the percentage changes in 

price and quantity had been smaller.  Try another numerical example yourself and see.) 

 If the 10% decrease in price had only increased the quantity by 5%, expenditure 

should fall by about 5%.  A 5% increase in quantity is an increase from 10 to 10.5.  (Can 

I buy 10.5 shirts in a year?  No, but I can buy 21 shirts over two years...)  Total 

expenditure goes from 400 to 378, a decrease of 5.5%. 



 Whether expenditure goes up, down, or stays the same, depends on which 

percentage change, price or quantity, is larger in absolute value.  This in turn depends on 

the responsiveness of the quantity demanded to changes in price.  We would like a 

general expression of this responsiveness of quantity demanded to price.  A useful 

measure which captures this responsiveness is elasticity.  The price elasticity of demand 

is defined as the percentage change in quantity for a particular percentage change in 

price, divided by that percentage change in price, or:   

 

 

 where the symbol ∆ stands for change.  Because quantity always moves in the opposite 

direction of price, the ratio is always negative.  For convenience, we will drop the 

negative sign, and use the absolute value of the ratio. 

 The price elasticity of demand must be greater than zero, because we assume 

demand is responsive to price, even if the effect is small.  There are two important 

aspects of our use of elasticity as a measure of responsiveness.  The first is that it does 

not depend on the units we measure price or quantity in.  Suppose we measured price in 

cents instead of dollars.  A 10% decrease in price from $40 to $36, is also a 10% decrease 

in price from 4000¢ to 3600¢.  An alternative measure of responsiveness, the slope of the 

demand curve, would depend on the units used and thus would be unreliable. 

 A second important feature of elasticity is it gives us a convenient way to talk 

about changes in expenditure in response to price.  As you might expect, the critical value 

for the elasticity is 1, when the ratios of change are equal, and thus just offset each other.  

% ²
Q
P

% ²



When the price elasticity of demand is equal to one, we say demand is unitary elastic.  

When the elasticity is greater than one, the quantity response exceeds the price response 

and we say demand is elastic.  When the quantity change is smaller in percentage terms 

than the percentage change in price, demand is relatively unresponsive to price and we 

say demand is inelastic.  The following chart captures some of these ideas. 

 

The arrows in the third column are to give you an intuitive way to remember the 

relationship between elasticity and price.  The longer the arrow, the bigger the percentage 

change.  The arrow on the left represents a percentage change in price of a particular size.  

The second arrow represents the magnitude of the percentage change in quantity 

demanded in response to the price change.  The longer the arrow, the bigger the 

percentage change.  The longer arrow's effect dominates the effect on expenditure except 

when the two arrows are the same length and expenditure is unchanged. 

 Now let's use elasticity to talk about the effect of a change in the price of pin-

point oxford shirts on my demand for apples.  Suppose you know that my price elasticity 

of demand for p-p.o. shirts is equal to 4.  For any percentage change in price, the 

percentage change in quantity will be four times larger.  So if price of p-p. o. shirts falls 

% change in quantity equal to  
% change in price

% change in quantity greater than  
% change in price

% change in quantity less than  
% change in price

Demand curve has elasticity

Equal to 1

Greater than 1

Less than 1

Change in Expenditure when
price goes down

unchanged

up

down

 
P vs. Q



from $40 to $36, the number of p-p. o. shirts I buy this year will go from 10 to 14. As 

promised in the case where demand is elastic, a decrease in price leads to an increase in 

expenditure.  My expenditure goes from $400 to $504.  What would you have predicted 

as the change in expenditure using the elasticity formula summing the percentage 

changes?  How close is it to the actual change? 

 I have 104 fewer dollars to spend on other items.  One of these items is apples.  

So a change in the price of p-p. o. shirts has to affect my demand for apples.  Well, it 

does.  But as you might expect, the effect is fairly small.  If I am to increase my 

expenditure on p-p. o. shirts by $104, I will have to reduce my expenditures on ALL 

other items by $104.  One of these may be apples, but we wouldn't expect as large an 

effect on apples as we would on my cotton dress shirts that are not pin-point oxfords, and 

then on my non-cotton dress shirts, and then maybe on my flannel shirts.  You would 

expect the change in my desired expenditures to affect these items much more 

dramatically than my demand for apples. 

 If we worry about this effect on the demand for apples, it is best to think of it as 

similar to a change in income.  My apple consumption is likely to respond to a change in 

the price of pin-point oxford dress shirts of $4 in a very similar way as it would to an 

increase in my annual income of $104.  

  

 We have looked at four factors, price, information, income, and the prices of 

related goods, that affect my quantity demanded.  Any one of the four factors will 

change Barney's apple purchases.  It is useful and convenient to graph quantity demanded 

as a function of price, holding the other factors constant.  If they change, the demand 



curve changes.  But if these factors are unchanged, the only thing changing quantity 

demanded is price. 

 There is a fifth factor we are holding constant, and that is the amount of pleasure 

Barney gets from eating apples relative to other activities--Barney's tastes or preferences.  

If Barney suddenly likes apples more than other goods, this will increase his demand for 

apples.  We will always assume that Barney's tastes for apples are unchanged over time.  

This may not be true for all people at all times, but if it is not true we are in big trouble 

because economists have very little to say about how tastes change.  Unfortunately, I’m 

not sure psychologists have much to say about it either. 

 What role does advertising play in changing demand?   A lot of people view 

advertising as “making people buy stuff they don’t need.”  I see it more as reminding 

people that a product exists.  In a world of information overload advertising tries to get 

products up in the front of the informational queue.  How does assumption affect demand 

analysis? 

 Economics says that when price goes down, quantity demanded goes up, holding 

tastes constant.  It is true that if tastes change at the same time that prices change we don't 

know what happens to quantity demanded, but then we no longer have any implications 

about the world and no model.  So we will assume that tastes do not change.  The test of 

the model is not whether there are times when tastes change, but whether they are 

infrequent enough so that the predictions we make when we assume that tastes are 

constant are correct. 

 We will allow a consumer's information about the world to influence his or her 

demand.  If consumers believe eating oat bran reduces the risk of cancer, the demand for 



oat bran will increase.  This looks like a change in taste, but we will call it a change in the 

information set of consumers.  It is a useful factor to consider because it is observable 

and we can often predict the direction of the effect on demand. 

 Suppose the price of apples is $1.50.  Barney is eating 3 apples per week.  Think 

of two possible changes that would in turn change Barney's demand for apples.  One is a 

decrease in the price of apples from 1.50 to 1.00.  The other is a decrease in the price of 

oranges.  The effect of the decrease in the price of apples is found by moving down the 

chart or moving down Barney's demand curve from point A to point B.  When the price 

of apples falls and Barney increases his purchases of apples we say that there is an 

increase in the quantity demanded. 

A CHANGE IN THE PRICE OF APPLES CHANGES THE QUANTITY 

DEMANDED. 

 Barney also buys more apples when the price of oranges increases.  But he will 

buy more apples GIVEN ANY PRICE OF APPLES.  Barney's quantity demanded when 

the price is $1.50 will increase, and it will increase at every price.  Barney will have some 

new chart and new demand curve when the price of oranges falls.  We call the increase in 

quantity demanded at every price an increase in demand. 

DO NOT CONFUSE AN INCREASE IN DEMAND WITH AN INCREASE IN 

QUANTITY DEMANDED.  AN INCREASE IN DEMAND OCCURS WHEN THE 

QUANTITY DEMANDED INCREASES AT EVERY PRICE.  A FALL IN PRICE 

INCREASES QUANTITY DEMANDED. 



       This brings us to the law of demand.  THE LAW OF DEMAND SAYS THAT  

HOLDING OTHER RELEVANT FACTORS CONSTANT, THERE IS A 

NEGATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRICE AND QUANTITY DEMANDED. 

 

Market Demand 

 The market demand curve is the quantity demanded by all the people in the 

market.  It answers the question: how many apples will be purchased by everyone at 

various prices of apples in the market.  To find the market quantity demanded at a 

particular price, you add up all the individual quantities demanded.  For example, if 

everyone in Bedrock were just like Barney and the population of Bedrock is 1000, then 

when the price of apples is $1.50, the quantity demanded by the market will be 3000 per 

week.  The quantity demanded when the price is $1 will be 9000. 

 The market demand curve is found by adding up all the individual demand curves 

in a horizontal direction.  Chart 2 shows the demand for apples by Barney, Fred, Wilma 

and Betty.  Figure 108.12 shows the individual demand curves as dBe, dBa, df, and dw 

along with the market demand curve for apples as if the Flinstones and the Rubbles were 

the entire market for apples in Bedrock. 

Chart 2 
Price  Barney Fred  Wilma  Betty  Total 
 
$2.00  0  5  0  0  5 
$1.75  2  6  0  2  14 
$1.50  3  8  5  12  28 
$1.00  9  10  9  18  46 
$.50  10  12  10  20  52 
$.00  15  20  12  30  77 
 



 
The only restriction on individual demand curves is that they slope downwards.  As a 

result, the market demand curve, shown in bold, also slopes downward.  The market 

demand curve is the horizontal sum of the individual demand curves.  It is the horizontal 

sum in the sense that at each price, you take the horizontal distance on each individual 

demand curve, add these numbers up, and you get the point on the market demand curve 

at that price. 

 

Supply 
 
 The firm's supply curve is the quantity supplied by the firm at various prices.  

Suppose there are many different firms in Bedrock who grow and sell apples.  Let's look 

at one of them, the Jetson Apple Farm.  The chart shows the quantity supplied of apples 

at various prices by the JAF: 

Price  the quantity of apples supplied per week by JAF 
  
$2.00  8   
$1.75  5   
$1.50  3   
$1.00  2  
$.50  0   
$.00  0 
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There are two interesting things about the chart.  As price increases, JAF is willing to 

supply more apples to the market.  The other interesting part of the chart is that there is a 

minimum price before JAF is willing to sell any apples.  From the chart we know that the 

minimum price is something between $.50 and $1.00, but we can't tell exactly unless we 

filled in some more entries in the chart.  Just as in the case of demand, we can represent 

the firm's willingness to supply apples with a supply curve, showing the quantity supplied 

by the firm at every price: 

 
A FIRM'S SUPPLY CURVE IS THE QUANTITY OF APPLES SUPPLIED AT 

VARIOUS PRICES PER UNIT OF TIME. 

 Suppose price is $1.  At a price of $1, the firm would like to grow and sell two 

apples per week.  What could cause the firm to want to grow and sell more apples than 2 

per week?  One answer we already know: an increase in the price of apples will make the 

firm want to supply more apples.  We see that in the chart as a move from one cell in the 

chart to another cell.  We see it in the graph as a movement along the supply curve. 

AN INCREASE IN PRICE INCREASES THE QUANTITY SUPPLIED.  A 

DECREASE IN PRICE DECREASES THE QUANTITY SUPPLIED. 
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 Just as in the case of demand, we make a distinction between a change in the 

quantity supplied and a change in supply.  A change in quantity supplied occurs when 

there is a change in the price.  A change in supply is when there is a change in something 

other than price that causes the firm to change its quantity supplied AT EVERY PRICE.  

Factors that change the SUPPLY CURVE include: 

1.  The wage of laborers used to grow and pick apples 
2.  The price of machines used to grow and pick apples 
3.  The price of apple seed 
4.  The cost of the land 
5. The technology of apple production. 
 
 The first four are called changes in INPUT prices.  An input is anything the firm 

has to pay for either by renting or buying in order to produce additional apples.  When an 

input becomes more expensive, for example, the firm will find it profitable to produce 

and sell fewer apples at every price.  There is a decrease in the firm's supply curve.  

When input prices fall (so that it becomes cheaper to produce apples) firms will wish to 

sell more apples at every price.  The supply increases.     

 Notice that I did not list the price of the land but rather the cost of the land.  What 

is the cost of the land?  The cost of any item is not necessarily what you pay for it but 

what you have to give up to have it.  These may be the same thing.  The cost of an apple 

to me, Russell Roberts, apple eater, is the money it takes to buy an apple in the grocery.  

But even this is not exactly right.  The money I have to pay for an apple is the cost of 

acquiring an apple, but it is not the cost of eating an apple.  The cost of eating an apple 

is the money I have to pay, plus the value of the time it takes to eat it, plus the reduced 

room in my stomach for other foods.  Those are the things I give up in order to eat an 

apple. 



 The true cost of an item includes everything I give up to use the item in a 

particular way.  The cost of attending college is not merely the tuition, but the wages you 

cannot earn because you cannot earn money as effectively while you are going to college.  

The cost of using land to grow apples is not just what I paid for the land, but the value of 

using the land for the best alternative use other than apples.  If I can grow pears on the 

land and the price of pears goes up, it becomes more expensive to grow apples given any 

price of apples, and the supply of apples will decrease, shifting in and to the left. 

 If I am the owner of a firm I have to decide whether to buy or rent my equipment.  

Suppose I decide to buy.  If, for example, I own my own trucks for example for 

delivering my product, and the price of RENTAL trucks goes up, does this affect my 

supply curve?  After all, if I own my trucks, are rental trucks one of my inputs.  

Indirectly, yes.  As a truck owner, the price of rental trucks is part of opportunity cost.  

The cost of owning trucks is the fact that I could rent them out.  When the price of rental 

trucks goes up it is more expensive to own trucks.  I may choose to rent out some of my 

trucks I used to use for delivery. 

 The fifth item, technology, is the knowledge a firm has about how to combine the 

inputs to produce apples.  If a firm learns a new way to combine inputs and get more 

apples than before from the same amount of inputs, we say there is a technological 

advance, and the firm will wish to sell more apples at every price compared to before.  So 

technological advances increase supply, shifting the supply curve down and out.  Any 

time we draw a supply curve for a particular firm, we are holding constant input prices 

and technology.  A change in any of these factors will shift the entire supply curve.  A 

change in price is a movement along the supply curve.  DO NOT CONFUSE A 



CHANGE IN SUPPLY WITH A CHANGE IN THE QUANTITY SUPPLIED.  A 

CHANGE IN SUPPLY IS A SHIFT OF THE ENTIRE CURVE.  A CHANGE IN THE 

QUANTITY SUPPLIED IS A MOVEMENT ALONG THE CURVE DUE TO A 

CHANGE IN THE PRICE OF THE ITEM BEING SUPPLIED. 

 The market supply curve is the quantity supplied by all the firms in the market at 

various prices.  Suppose the Jetsons are just one of many apple farms in bedrock.  There 

is also the Luke Apple Farm, the Solo Apple Farm, the Clarence Apple Farm, and the 

Nimoy Apple Farm.  The following chart shows the quantity supplied by each firm at 

various prices:  

Price  JAF  LAF  SAF  CAF NAF  Total 
 
$2.00  8  9  12  7 10   46 
$1.75  5  6  10  6 9  36 
$1.50  3  5  8  4 8  28 
$1.00  2  4  5  1 6  18 
$.50  0  0  0  0 5  5 
$.00  0  0  0  0 0  0 
 
Notice that for each firm, there is an increasing relationship between price and quantity 

supplied.  As a result, the market quantity supplied is increasing in price, guaranteeing 

that the market supply curve is upward sloping with respect to price.  (WHY MIGHT 

EACH FIRM HAVE A DIFFERENT SUPPLY CURVE AS I HAVE ASSUMED IN THE 

CHART?)  As in the case of demand, the market supply curve has more information that 

the above chart because it shows the quantity supplied by all the firms at all prices, not 

just the prices shown in the chart.  This is shown below: 

 



 
 Suppliers and demanders make up the two sides of the market.  The demand curve 

tells us how demanders respond to price holding tastes, income, and the prices of other 

goods constant.  The supply curve tells us how suppliers respond to price holding input 

prices and technology constant.  The demand curve tells us how demanders respond to 

price holding tastes, income, and the prices of other goods constant. 

 We can use supply and demand to determine what will be the price of apples: 

 
There is a single price where, P*, where quantity supplied equals quantity demanded.  

There is something very special about the price where quantity supplied is equal to 

quantity demanded.  In our case, this price, P* is $1.50.  When price is $1.50, quantity 

supplied equals quantity demanded.   
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 At any other price quantity supplied does not equal quantity demanded.  Suppose 

all suppliers post a price of $2.00 per apple each week.  Can this situation persist?  It is 

unlikely.  At a price of $2.00, suppliers in the aggregate would like to sell 46 apples.  But 

consumers will only wish to buy 5 apples.  Sellers will find that 41 of their apples go 

unsold.  THERE IS EXCESS SUPPLY.  (We don't know where these 41 apples will be 

in the sense that we don't know which suppliers will have which share of the 41 apples.  

All we know is that 41 apples will go unsold.)  The suppliers with unsold apples will 

lower their price in order to get rid of their unsold apples.  Price will start to fall 

throughout Bedrock.  What is the force that causes price to fall--competition among 

sellers to get rid of their apples.   

 Next week fewer apples will be brought to Bedrock and they will be sold at a 

lower price.  Suppose suppliers show up and post a price of $1?  At a price of $1, the 

various suppliers bring 18 apples to their stores, while consumers in the aggregate will try 

to purchase 46 apples.  There is EXCESS DEMAND.  Consumers will find that there are 

not enough apples to go around at a price of $1.  Suppliers will find themselves running 

out of apples in the middle of the day and that consumers continue to show up wanting to 

buy apples.  As suppliers run out of apples to sell, they will start to raise the price as 

consumers compete to get at the increasingly scarce supply of apples.  When there is 

excess demand, competition among demanders drives up price.  Suppliers will realize 

that they could have sold more apples at a higher price.  Next week they will bring more 

apples to the market and charge a higher price. 

 There is only one price, $1.50, where suppliers and demanders have no incentive 

to drive price either up or down.  The price where quantity supplied equals quantity 



demanded is the equilibrium price.  The equilibrium price is the price that persists unless 

something changes.  In our case, the thing that might change might be income of 

consumers or technology or any of the other factors held constant along either the supply 

or demand curve.  There is one other very important factor that might change and that is 

the rules of the game--how suppliers and demanders are allowed to interact.  Right now 

we are assuming that suppliers and demanders are free to bargain over price.  Soon we 

will consider cases where the government places restrictions on the prices sellers can 

charge and buyers can pay. 

 Now suppose there is an increase in demand.  Price rises to $2.15 and the quantity 

bought and sold increases to 40.  Why did the price increase?  At the old price of $1.50, 

given the new demand curve, there is now excess demand.  (Can you see it in the graph--

where is it?)  Competition among buyers will drive up the price until the new price of 

$2.15 is reached.  Given the new demand curve, there is only one price where quantity 

supplied is equal to quantity demanded. 

 Suppose you look at the real world and you notice that the price of apples has 

gone up from $1.50 to $2.15, and the quantity of apples purchased has also gone up, from 

28 to 46.  You might be tempted to say something like this: "You have told me that 

demand slopes downward.  But I have just seen a situation where price went up and 

people bought more apples.  This refutes the law of demand and means that economics is 

worthless." 

 



STOP READING.  WRITE A ONE PARAGRAPH RESPONSE TO THIS 

STATEMENT.  IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHERE TO START, GO BACK TO THE 

DEFINITION OF THE LAW OF DEMAND. 

   The mistake is to confuse the demand curve with the quantity demanded.  An 

increase in demand increases price.  This leads to a new equilibrium where the quantity 

bought and sold has gone up.  The law of demand still holds--if the factors held constant 

along the demand curve stayed constant and price went up (IF THE FACTORS HELD 

CONSTANT ALONG THE DEMAND CURVE WERE TO STAY CONSTANT, WHAT 

MIGHT CAUSE PRICE TO RISE?), then quantity demanded would fall just like the law 

of demand says it would.   

 In fact, we implicitly used the law of demand to get to the new equilibrium.  One 

way to think about how the new equilibrium is achieved is to think of price staying at 

$1.50 given the new demand curve.  There is excess demand.  This puts upward pressure 

on price as demanders compete to get at the scarce apples.  As price rises, two things are 

happening to cause quantity supplied to equal quantity demanded.  Quantity demanded is 

falling, we are sliding up the new demand curve, and quantity supplied is increasing as 

we slide up the old supply curve.  Eventually we get to a new equilibrium where quantity 

supplied is equal to quantity demanded. 

 This last story is a story of how the market moves from one equilibrium to 

another.  It is just a story.  Economists do not know a great deal about the precise path 

between two equilibria and how long it will take.  WE WILL ASSUME IN HERE THAT 

SUCH ADJUSTMENTS ARE INSTANTANEOUS AND THAT MARKETS ARE 

ALWAYS IN EQUILIBRIUM.  THAT IS, WE WILL ASSUME THAT PRICES 



ADJUST TO EQUATE QUANTITY SUPPLIED WITH QUANTITY 

DEMANDED.  If you can remember and learn to apply that last phrase in bold face you 

will go a long way towards being an economist.  Unfortunately, it is not so easy. 

 Here is a problem to see if you understand equilibrium and how to use supply and 

demand.  Suppose people with heart disease in their family are told that eggs are bad for 

their cholesterol level and that they should stop eating eggs.  Suppose people with heart 

disease believe this to be true and that cholesterol is only relevant for people with heart 

disease in their family. 

 1.  What happens to the price of eggs? 

 2.  What happens to the consumption of eggs by people without heart disease in 

their family? 

 3.  What happens to the total number of eggs bought and sold? 

 

To summarize:  

 In an unconstrained market, that is, in a market where consumers and producers 

are free to make bargains with each other without restrictions on price, the equilibrium 

price is where the market supply curve crosses the market demand curve.  We call this 

price P*, and the quantity where the two curves cross is Q*.  Given the market price of 

P*, we can go back to the individual supply and demand curves to determine the 

consumption of each individual consumer and the production of each firm. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Four Common Mistakes People Make When Using Supply and Demand 



 It's easy to see that supply and demand usually cross somewhere and to call where 

they cross on the vertical axis P* and where they cross on the horizontal axis Q*.  Not 

surprisingly, it is a lot harder to use supply and demand as in the egg problem above.  

Here are some common mistakes people make when using supply and demand. 

Mistake #1--Confusing movements along a curve with a shift in the curve 

 Suppose the income of consumers decreases and apples are a normal good.  What 

happens to the price of apples?  Here is a flawed chain of logic: "If income goes down 

and apples are a normal good, the demand for apples decreases.  When the demand for 

apples decreases, the price of apples goes down.  When the price of apples falls, demand 

increases pushing price back up.  So the net effect on the price of apples is uncertain."  

The speaker confuses a shift in demand with a movement along a demand curve.  The 

decrease in income does reduce the demand for apples.  The decrease in the demand for 

apples does reduce the price.  But the reduction in price does not increase demand.  It 

increases the quantity demanded--a movement along the curve.  At the original price, 

there is excess supply when demand decreases.  Price must fall to eliminate this excess 

supply.  The excess supply is eliminated by the decrease in price--as price falls, quantity 

supplied decreases, and quantity demanded (along the new demand curve) increases.  At 

the new equilibrium, there are fewer apples bought and sold and the transactions occur at 

a lower price. 

 Remember: changes in price don't shift the demand curve--they are movements 

along the demand curve. 

Mistake #2: When something changes to shift the supply curve, you shift the 

demand curve. 



 Suppose the price of artificial sweetener goes up.  What is the affect on the 

quantity bought and sold of diet soda?  Here is a flawed chain of logic:  "When the price 

of sweetener goes up, supply decreases because the price of an input has increased.  This 

by itself would increase price.  But when people see the price of the sweetener go up, 

they decrease their demand for soda, lowering price.  The net effect on the price of diet 

soda is ambiguous."  This is just a roundabout way of making the same mistake made 

above but in a more complicated manner.  The speaker could have said:  "When the price 

of soda goes up due to the decrease in supply, this price increase decreases demand and 

lowers the price of soda."  When I write this way, it is easier to see how the speaker is 

confusing a movement along the curve with a shift in the curve.  The increase in price 

decreases quantity demanded, it doesn't decrease demand.  The supply curve shifts in and 

to the left, the equilibrium price rises to close the excess demand at the old price; this 

increase in price reduces quantity demanded, increases quantity supplied; at the new 

equilibrium price is higher, and quantity bought and sold is lower. 

 But let's give the speaker a chance to defend himself: "Look," he says 

belligerently, "are you trying to tell me that when the price of sweetener goes up people 

aren't going to buy fewer sodas?  And isn't that a decrease in demand?"  When the price 

of sweetener goes up, ultimately people are going to buy fewer sodas.  But this is not a 

decrease in demand.  This is due to an increase in the price of soda caused by a decrease 

in supply caused by that increase in the price of sweetener.   

 The easiest way to see the flaw in the more sophisticated argument of the speaker 

is to think of making a trip to the soda machine when sodas are 50¢, before the increase 

in the price of the sweetener.  At the price of 50¢ you buy some number of sodas per 



week, say 9.  Now suppose you read in the paper that the price of sweetener has gone up.  

IF when you return to the machine the price is still 50¢, are you going to behave any 

differently?  You are still going to buy 9 sodas per week.  (I'm assuming you can't store 

sodas.  If you could, the answer is more complicated and more interesting, but we'll delay 

that analysis for a bit.)  You're not going to say, "Well, soda is more expensive because 

sweetener is more expensive, I'll buy less soda."  What will instead happen is that when 

you arrive at the soda machine sometime after the sweetener price increase, you will see 

the price is now 60¢, say, and you will purchase fewer sodas.  But this is a movement 

ALONG your demand curve--a change in your quantity demanded in response to a 

change in price. 

Mistake #3--Confusing a Change in the Equilibrium Quantity with a Shift in Supply 

or Demand 

 Once again this mistake is avoided if you keep straight the difference between a 

shift in the curve and a movement along the curve.  Suppose you observe a housing boom 

in a city.  What does supply and demand have to predict about what will happen to price?  

A common mistake is to say: "If there are more houses, the increase in supply should 

lower the price of houses."  But an increase in the number of houses is not an increase in 

supply.  An increase in supply is when at every price of housing, builders want to build 

more houses.  An increase in supply could be caused by a decrease in the price of lumber.  

But observing more houses being built could be due to something else.  Suppose a 

number of new companies have relocated in the city causing an increase in employment 

and an increase in demand for housing.  An increase in demand will also increase the 

equilibrium number of houses.  But houses will be more expensive.  The bottom line: an 



increase in the observed quantity of a good tells you that either demand or supply has 

shifted.  But price could fall or rise depending on whether demand or supply has 

increased. 

Mistake #4--Confusing What People Are Willing To Pay With What They Have To 

Pay and Confusing What Firms Would Like to Charge With What They Have to 

Charge 

 This is also a subtle variation on some of the above mistakes.  Let's take two 

examples in the gasoline market to illustrate this mistake.  Suppose Exxon has an oil 

spill.  Very little oil is lost but there is massive environmental damage.  Exxon incurs 

large costs of cleanup and compensation to fishermen.  What happens to the price of 

Exxon gasoline?  The bad economist speaks: "Exxon gasoline has to get more expensive.  

Exxon will raise its prices to cover the cost of the oil spill.  Consumers are willing to pay 

more because they realize Exxon's costs have gone up."   

 The speaker makes two serious mistakes here.  Exxon wants to charge more to 

cover its costs of the oil spill, but it always wants to charge more--it doesn't take an oil 

spill to bring out Exxon's desire for higher prices.  What stops Exxon from charging more 

without an oil spill?  Competition.  If Exxon charges more for gasoline it loses customers 

to other brands.  The same force of competition stops Exxon from raising its price when 

there IS an oil spill.  Perhaps Exxon's desire for higher prices is more intense after its 

costs have risen, but it will be just as impotent as before in carrying out this desire. 

 "But," says the speaker, "people will be willing to pay higher prices if Exxon has 

higher costs."  Oh really?  They are willing to pay more in a sense--if the price of 

gasoline goes up, most people ARE willing to keep buying SOME gasoline, though they 



will buy less.  But just because they are willing to pay more, they don't have to.  They 

will turn to other brands.  Imagine going to buy a pair of shoes at your local mall.  You 

go to the store you usually go to and find that the prices seem awfully high.  Asking a 

salesman about the prices, he shrugs and says, "Yeah, sorry about that.  But the boss's 

daughter was married last month and he's kind of strapped for cash.  So you'll understand 

why he's increased all prices by 30%.  And you won't mind paying a higher price will 

you?"  Are you willing to pay a higher price?  You might be, even if you've never met the 

daughter and missed the wedding.  It's possible you might still get positive consumer 

surplus from purchasing the shoes even though the price is 30% higher.  But your 

consumer surplus is even higher if you go next door and buy the shoes from a different 

store in the mall at a lower price.  You're willing to pay more, but you don't have to. 

 A more sophisticated version of this mistake occurs when considering the effect 

of a large oil spill that significantly affects the total amount of crude oil available for 

refining.  A decrease in the amount of crude oil means a decrease in the quantity of 

gasoline in the future when the crude oil would have been refined.  But there is no less 

gasoline now simply because there is less crude oil now.  Oil companies would like to 

increase their prices, using the oil spill as an "excuse."  Are consumers willing to pay 

more because of the spill?  By itself, the spill has no effect on consumer’s willingness to 

pay for gasoline.  Consumers are willing to pay more for gasoline, but they are always 

willing to pay more for gasoline.  IF the price of gasoline rises, people will buy less 

gasoline.  If the price of gasoline rises, oil companies will want to supply more gasoline.  

Unless something shifts the supply or demand curve, the desire of gasoline companies to 

increase their prices is not going to make prices go up.  If prices do go up, there will be 



excess supply and price will come back down.  To see this more dramatically, suppose oil 

companies showed a video of an enormous oil spill.  Does this shift out consumers' 

demand curves and allow a higher equilibrium price of gasoline? NO. 

  
Storable Goods 

 Because gasoline can be stored, an oil spill today CAN affect the price of gasoline 

today.  When a good can be stored, the price tomorrow can affect the supply curve today.  

If the price of gasoline is expected to be higher tomorrow than it is today, then profits can 

be made by buying gasoline today at a low price today and storing it, and selling it 

tomorrow when the price is higher.  An oil spill today, if it is large enough, can create an 

expectation that the supply will be lower tomorrow, so price of gasoline is expected to be 

higher tomorrow.  This expectation of a higher price tomorrow means profits can be 

made by storing gasoline.  The amount supplied this period goes down, and price goes 

up.  TRY AND DRAW A GRAPH TO CAPTURE THIS STORY.  You can actually 

show that the act of storage of gasoline is beneficial to society.  Speculators, people who 

buy commodities now hoping that their price is going to rise, provide an important 

service to society--they smooth out shortages so the path of prices is smoother than it 

would otherwise be.  We could show how this produces a net gain. 

 Now let’s try this same story with the video of the spill.  If suppliers show the 

video, they can only raise prices if there is less gasoline available today.  There would be 

less gasoline if suppliers responded to the video by storing gasoline.  But if they store 

gasoline today hoping to sell it for a higher price tomorrow, then they will find out they 

are wrong.  Unless there is an actual spill, there is no profit to be made from storage.  

What role does the video play in this story?  (None at all--it just shows the fallaciousness 



of thinking that consumers will pay a higher price and keep buying the same quantity if 

they think the higher price is "justified."  Of course producers could all get together 

anyway and withhold supply today even without the video.  What makes this hard to do?     

 

THE MAGIC OF PRICES 

 

Prices adjust to equate quantity supplied and quantity demanded.  It is that equilibrating 

role of prices that lets firms use the market to provide inputs to production rather than 

being vertically integrated.  The equilibrating role of prices gives firms confidence that 

they can always find inputs available so that a pencil manufacturer don't have to own a 

graphite mine to insure supply.  That allows them to avoid having to acquire the 

knowledge you need to run a graphite mine, run an aluminum mine and aluminum 

smelter, a cedar farm, etc and lets people specialize. 

 

When we think of specialization, we think of "practice makes perfect."  But practice also 

make boring.  The hidden power of specialization isn't just that power of getting better at 

something simply by doing one thing over and over.  The real power comes from having 

the right people in the right jobs.  It comes from WHAT you specialize in as much as 

anything else.    

 

One downside of relying on markets is that you are then subject to price fluctuations.  But 

the market solves this problem in a variety of ways.  Can you think of any? 

 



So prices eliminate shortages and allow the power of specialization to be unleashed.  That 

in turn allows knowledge to be spread out via specialization.  How does it get pooled 

back together? 

 

There are two senses in which the knowledge gets pooled.  Take a pencil.  All that 

knowledge of all the different materials.  How does it get successfully coordinated?  And 

how does it get successfully coordinated for only 25¢?  Prices again play the key role 

here, combined with the voluntary interactions of buyers and sellers.  When I'm a pencil 

manufacturer I don't need to research whether the aluminum seller has the right mix of 

workers and techniques.  I just look at the price and the quality of the service.  Price 

competition (a fancy way of saying that I'm free to shop around and look for the best 

deal) induces suppliers to minimize their costs and find the most effective way of 

providing the good.  (I almost said the best way.  Why did I change that word?)  So prices 

don't just insure that supply is available.  They provide the incentive for suppliers to 

please their customers. 

 

Finally, prices have at least one more role to play.  When the situation changes, when the 

demand for graphite increases because there's an increase in the demand for cars, not only 

do prices insure that everyone who wants to pay a premium can still get graphite, it tells 

all of the demanders of graphite to find ways to economize on graphite.  Here, prices 

perform the role of both signal and incentive.  The higher price tells people to cut back or 

find alternatives and it gives them an incentive to find those alternatives.  That in turn 

creates the incentive to create the knowledge we talked about last night, the knowledge of 



how to cope with the reduced availability. 

 

As beautiful and remarkable as all of this is, there are two more remarkable things to 

note.  First, price doesn't just go up when graphite demand goes up.  It goes up by the 

right amount necessary to induce the changes we're talking about.  Not too much and not 

too little.  (Is this true in the real world or just in our instantaneously adjusting models?) 

 

The last most remarkable thing of all is that prices emerge.  No one is charge of them.  

They emerge out of the buying and selling.  There isn't a market for graphite, really.  "A 

market for graphite" is an intellectual construct to help us talk about this incredible 

phenomenon the orderliness of the prices that emerge and the behavior they engender, the 

knowledge they create and coordinate. 


